UC Berkeley Psychologist Joel Moskowitz Is Cell Phone, Wi-Fi 'Truther'
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No matter the evidence, some people always will refuse to accept it. Some of those people are university professors.

Joel Moskowitz is one of those professors. With a background in mathematics and social psychology, he now serves as Director of the Center for Family and Community Health at the University of California-Berkeley School of Public Health. And he is on a crusade to prove that California (yes, the state that passed Proposition 65, which labels almost anything a carcinogen) is secretly hiding data that shows cell phones are giving people cancer.

Like 9/11 and vaccine truthers, Dr. Moskowitz knows a conspiracy when he sees one. To explain why he recently filed suit against the State of California to force it to turn over cell phone safety documents, he told the local CBS affiliate:

“They claim that this would lead to chaos and confusion among the public, I suspect that they were afraid of the reaction from the telecommunications industry should they publish this document. In fact, they even argued that in their brief.”

Big Government in collusion with Big Business. Even though Dr. Moskowitz admitted to the Los Angeles Times that there is no "irrefutable evidence" linking cell phones to cancer, the conspiracy storyline never gets old.
There is, of course, a simpler (and more accurate) explanation: Cell phones don't actually cause cancer, and the telecommunications industry would be righteously outraged by the purposeful release of fake news.

**National Cancer Institute Says Cell Phones Don't Cause Cancer**

There is a neutral, evidence-based arbiter who could settle this matter for Dr. Moskowitz. It is the National Cancer Institute, an agency within the National Institutes of Health. They have an entire page dedicated to explaining why cell phones don't cause cancer. It is worth reading in its entirety, but one particular section stands out: A discussion of why studies that show a link between cell phones and cancer are probably wrong.

Take this meta-analysis, for instance. The methodology is suspect because the authors only examined case-control studies. Largely because of recall bias (i.e., people who are sick tend to remember past events differently than healthy people), these observational studies are notorious for producing false positives. Cohort studies, in which groups of people are followed over time, are more accurate. Two gigantic cohort studies (which, combined, total well over one million people), showed no link between cell phones and cancer.

Additionally, physics would argue that it is impossible for cell phone photons to cause cancer. This, in conjunction with the enormous cohort studies, really ought to put the matter to rest.

**Et Tu, Wi-Fi?**

-Alas, the "debate" goes on. Dr. Moskowitz seems intent on "teaching the controversy" on cell phones... and wi-fi, too.

On his website, Dr. Moskowitz promotes media stories that cover the supposed link between
harmless kinds of electromagnetic radiation and cancer. It appears that needlessly scaring parents is how this professor of public health spends his free time. (See image on right.)

Wi-fi, like cell phone signals, relies on the radio-frequency spectrum [12]. This portion of the electromagnetic spectrum is utilized by all sorts of everyday devices, from broadcast television and AM/FM radios to microwave ovens and satellite communications. If it was really true that made electromagnetic radiation is making us sick, then we would all have died decades ago after the invention of radio.

Academia: Where Crazy People Can’t Get Fired

Dr. Moskowitz disgraces the University of California-Berkeley in precisely the same way Dr. Oz and Mark Bittman disgrace Columbia University [13]: They are charlatans who wrap themselves in the prestige of academia to peddle foolishness to anxious parents. He is a blight upon academia and a nuisance to public health.